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Measurement of the molecular content of binary nuclei. III. Use
of the nucleation rate surfaces for the water- n -alcohol series

R. Strey,a) Y. Viisanen,b) and P. E. Wagnerc)
Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Biophysikalische Chemie, Postfach 2841, D-37018 Go¨ttingen, Germany

~Received 8 March 1995; accepted 6 June 1995!

In two preceding papers the molecular content of binary ethanol-hexanol and water-ethanol
nuclei, respectively, was determined from nucleation rate measurements. While nucleation of
ethanol-hexanol mixtures behaved nearly ideal, a strong mutual nucleation enhancement for
water-ethanol was observed. Here we extend the investigations to include the longer chain alcohols,
that is water2CiH2i11OH systems withi52 to 6. Using the nucleation pulse technique developed
in the past few years nucleation rates in the range 105,J/cm23 s21,109 are measured. Ranging
from pure water to pure alcohol the water and alcohol activities,a1 anda2 , respectively, are varied
for each system with about ten intermediate compositions at constant temperatureT5260 K. Aside
from a remarkably similar behavior of the various alcohols, one observes that with increasing
alcohol chain length the mutual nucleation enhancement decreases. Since all water-alcohol systems
behave qualitatively similar, we confine ourselves to present the full experimental nucleation rate
surfaceJ(a1 ,a2) for one system, water-n-pentanol, as an example. From the nucleation rate surface
for each system the onset activities corresponding to a reference nucleation rate ofJ05107

cm23 s21 are determined. From the slopes of the nucleation rate surfaces one obtains the individual
numbers of molecules in the critical clusterni* because] ln J/] ln ai ' ni* . As noted previously,
determining the molecular content this way does not involve any particular theoretical model, nor
does it depend on the structure of the critical cluster. Accordingly, the average composition of the
critical clusters can be obtained. An alcohol enrichment of the nuclei at low alcohol activity fraction
is found for all alcohols examined, the degree diminishing with increasing alcohol chain length. The
appearance of a macroscopic miscibility gap for the higher alcohols is not reflected in any
qualitative change of the composition of the microscopic nuclei. ©1995 American Institute of
Physics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Gas to liquid phase transitions involving several con-
densable species occur in various environmentally and tech-
nologically relevant situations. Particularly meteorological
processes are strongly influenced by simultaneous condensa-
tion of water vapor and various trace gases in the atmo-
sphere. The formation of fog and cloud droplets has received
considerable attention in recent years because of possible
implications in connection with the evolution of the global
climate.1

Vapor condensation is usually preceded by the formation
of transient clusters of the condensed phase. In the absence
of aerosol particles or other nucleation agents providing sub-
strates for condensation particle nucleation can occur by
spontaneous cluster formation.2 In unary~single-component!
vapors this homogeneous nucleation process generally re-
quires considerable vapor supersaturations, which are rarely
observed in practical situations. Homogeneous nucleation in
vapor mixtures, however, often occurs at much lower super-
saturations. Accordingly, heteromolecular homogeneous nu-
cleation is considered as an important process also for the
atmosphere.3

The first theoretical description of homogeneous nucle-

ation has been based on a macroscopic drop model.4 Becker
and Döring5 developed the so-called classical nucleation
theory for unary vapors, which was generalized to binary
systems by Volmer6,7 and Reiss.8 A study by Doyle9 on bi-
nary homogeneous nucleation has subsequently led to con-
siderable controversy.9–16 The general description of the
structure of binary clusters is difficult, particularly for non-
ideal systems, where inhomogeneous distribution and orien-
tation of the molecules and possibly surface enrichment can
be expected. This has led several authors to consider explicit
cluster models.17–19

The macroscopic drop models are based on idealizing
assumptions, which may not be fulfilled for the critical clus-
ters consisting of 10 to 100 molecules. A treatment based
on microscopic molecular models might account for the de-
tailed structure of the clusters. Various cluster definitions
have been suggested.20–22 However, insufficient knowledge
of the intermolecular potentials for interesting molecules has
so far precluded quantitative predictions for relevant sys-
tems. Recently progress has come from the density func-
tional approach.23,24Similar deviations from classical nucle-
ation theory as found in experimental studies were observed
for selected simple atoms.

The above-mentioned theoretical models for heteromo-
lecular homogeneous nucleation in binary vapors are based
on the assumption that nucleation proceeds through the for-
mation of mixed critical clusters with a certain well-defined
composition. This assumption, however, may not be valid for
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mixtures of molecules only partially miscible in liquid state.
Little is known so far about the binary homogeneous nucle-
ation of partially miscible liquids. Rayet al.25 have theoreti-
cally examined the case of simultaneous occurrence of two
types of critical clusters with correspondingly different com-
positions.

In the present paper we report nucleation pulse measure-
ments of nucleation rates in supersaturated water-n-alcohol
vapor mixtures. While for the nucleation conditions consid-
ered water-ethanol and water-n-propanol are still fully mis-
cible in the liquid state, the binary systems of water and the
higher n-alcohols exhibit an increasingly larger miscibility
gap. Accordingly, a systematic study of homogeneous nucle-
ation for the homologous series of the water-n-alcohol vapor
mixtures can provide informations on the dependence of the
binary homogeneous nucleation process on the miscibility of
the condensing liquids. As will be shown below, the way the
nucleation rate measurements are performed allows general
conclusions regarding size and composition of the corre-
sponding critical clusters without reference to any specific
nucleation theory.26–31Thereby the nonideal composition of
the critical clusters forming in various water-n-alcohol vapor
mixtures considered can be characterized quantitatively.

The experimentation and evaluation procedures de-
scribed in this paper can be applied to a variety of carrier
gases and vapor mixtures. The present study can actually
serve as a starting point for investigations concerning atmo-
spherically relevant systems.

In the next section the experimental procedure is de-
scribed pertinent to the systems studied here. Further details
have been described in preceding papers I and II29,30 and a
recent feature article describing the nucleation pulse me-
thod.52 The full set of nucleation rate data for the water-n-
pentanol system is presented here along with the evaluation
procedure. The same procedure has been applied to the other
water-n-alcohol systems. Comparisons are performed which
allow similarities and differences of the various systems to
be discussed.

II. EXPERIMENT

Experiments on homogeneous nucleation in supersatu-
rated vapors are frequently performed in three steps. At first,
particle free vapors or vapor mixtures with well-defined par-
tial vapor pressures are prepared. Secondly, vapor supersatu-
rations required for significant nucleation to occur are gen-
erated. In the third step the subsequent nucleation process is
detected. As direct observation of the nucleation process is
impossible in most cases, actually the droplets growing sub-
sequent to the formation of critical clusters are usually moni-
tored and counted.

Supersaturated vapor mixtures can be generated by
nonisothermal diffusion currents as occurring in static32–36or
steady-state flow37 diffusion chambers, by adiabatic expan-
sions obtained using expansion chambers,28–30,39–48,52shock
tubes49 or supersonic nozzles,50,51 or by turbulent mixing of
two gas flows at different temperatures.38 Frequently the va-
por mixtures considered are obtained by evaporation from
liquid mixtures with properly chosen compositions. This pro-

cedure, however, can practically only be used for the study
of binary nucleation of fully miscible liquids and is not ap-
plicable for the present study.

In order to allow a unique interpretation of the experi-
mental data obtained and a quantitative determination of
nucleation rates, it is advantageous to observe the nucleation
process in steady state. This requires that the nucleation pro-
cess is decoupled from subsequent condensational growth of
the new phase thereby avoiding a self-quenching of the
nucleation process. Decoupling of nucleation and condensa-
tional growth can be achieved by removing the growing par-
ticles from the sensing volume at a sufficiently high rate.
This procedure is usually applied in diffusion chambers. Fur-
thermore, nucleation and growth can be decoupled by delib-
erately terminating the nucleation process after a sufficiently
short time interval before substantial condensational drop
growth has occurred and thus considering a nucleation
pulse.52

A. Experimental arrangement

In this paper we are presenting results of an expansion
chamber study of homogeneous nucleation in binary vapor
mixtures based on the nucleation pulse method. A detailed
description of the experimental system has been given
elsewhere,52 here we are summarizing those features particu-
larly relevant for the present experiments. In order to allow
the generation of vapor mixtures regardless of the miscibility
of the corresponding liquids, the vapors are obtained from
two separate vaporizers. Each vaporizer contains one of the
pure liquids considered. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the vaporiz-
ersV1 andV2 as well as a bottleG containing compressed
inert gas are separately connected to a thermostated mixing
plenumR ~volume about 5000 cm3! via precision metering
valves.

For measurement of the gas pressure insideR precision
pressure transducersP1 andP2 ~full scale ranges of order 1
MPa and 1 kPa, respectively!, are provided. The vapor sup-
ply unit, consisting of vaporizersV1 andV2 , mixing recep-

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram showing vapor generation system and expansion
chamber. The vapor generation system consists of vaporizersV1 andV2 ,
carrier gas bottleG and mixing receptacleR. The expansion chamber is
divided into measuring sectionM , expansion volumeE and compression
volumeC. Connections to a vacuum system are provided.
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tacle R, pressure transducersP1 and P2 , corresponding
valve manifold and connecting stainless steel tubes, is placed
inside a heated temperature controlled box in order to pre-
vent premature condensation of the vapors considered. Via
the electronically controlled regulation valveRV and a ther-
mostated stainless-steel tube the mixing plenumR is con-
nected to a cylindrical expansion chamber. The thermostated
expansion chamber has essentially three partitions, the actual
measuring chamberM ~volume about 25 cm3!, the low-
pressure expansion volumeE and the high-pressure com-
pression volumeC. Connections between these partitions are
provided via the fast-action valvesVE andVC , respectively,
which are controlled by a specially designed trigger system
~reproducibility better than 50ms!. Via proper valve and
regulation manifolds the high-pressure compression volume
C is connected to a bottleGC containing compressed inert
gas, while measuring chamberM and low-pressure expan-
sion volumeE as well as the mixing plenumR are connected
to a vacuum system VAC. Absolute gas pressures in measur-
ing chamberM and expansion volumeE can be measured by
the precision pressure transducerP3 ~full scale range about
150 kPa!, the pressure in the compression volumeC can be
determined by the manometerMC . The piezoelectric pres-
sure transducerPM ~rise time about 5ms! is provided for
quantitatively monitoring the pressure changes inside the
measuring chamberM during the actual nucleation measure-
ment period. In order to avoid contamination, the measuring
chamberM is separated from the compression volumeC by
means of a flexible but impermeable Teflon membrane.

The actual vapor mixture considered during a series of
measurements is first prepared in the mixing receptacleR
~see Fig. 1!. Before each single experimental run a certain
amount of this vapor mixture is passed into the measuring
volumeM of the expansion chamber. Measurements of ho-
mogeneous nucleation rates in supersaturated vapors are per-
formed using the nucleation pulse method.52 Nucleation
pulses in the measuring volume are then generated by expan-
sion and recompression in a well-defined time sequence, the
pressure ratios being kept constant during each series of
measurements. The condensation process occurring inside
the measuring volumeM subsequent to nucleation is moni-
tored by a light scattering method.

B. Measurement of vapor phase activities

Before starting a series of experiments, the various parts
of the measuring system are evacuated to a few 1024 Pa. The
temperature of the expansion chamber is set to the desired
valueT0 , which is kept constant to within 10

22 K during the
whole series of measurements. The mixing plenumR is ther-
mostated with the same precision in order to ensure well-
defined conditions during the filling procedure. The vaporiz-
ersV1 andV2 are kept at a somewhat higher temperature and
the temperature of the box containing the whole vapor sup-
ply unit is chosen sufficiently above these temperatures in
order to prevent vapor condensation in any part of the vapor
generation system. After sufficient evacuation a proper
amount of each of the twopure liquids considered in a par-
ticular experimental series is passed into the respective va-

porizer. A number of subsequent evacuation steps are then
performed in order to quantitatively remove any gases dis-
solved in the liquids.

Next the desired vapor-gas mixture with partial vapor
pressurespV1

(R) andpV2
(R) and partial carrier gas pressurepG

(R) is
prepared in the mixing receptacleR. To this end the two
vapors considered and the carrier gas are sequentially passed
into the mixing receptacle via precision metering valves. Pe-
riods of at least 15 in are allowed for proper equilibration of
the inside walls of the mixing receptacleR. The components
are admitted to the plenumR in the sequence of increasing
partial pressures. Measurements of the total pressure by
means of the pressure transducersP1 andP2 during and after
each filling step allow direct quantitative setting of the vari-
ous partial pressures in the mixing receptableR independent
of equilibrium vapor pressure data for the compounds con-
sidered. As a result the vapor fractions

v i5
pVi

~R!

pV1
~R!1pV2

~R!1pG
~R! 5

pVi
~R!

pTOT
~R! , ~ i51,2! ~1!

of both vapor components in the vapor-carrier gas mixture
are quantitatively determined. During the filling procedure
care must be taken to keep the vapor mixture undersaturated
with respect to the temperature of the mixing receptacleR in
order to avoid condensation insideR.

Before each measuring run the compression valveVC is
closed, the pressure in the compression volumeC is set to
the desired value and the Teflon membrane is moved to a
defined starting position by evacuation of the partition be-
tween Teflon membrane and compression valveVC . Then at
least three measuring chamber volumes of the vapor-carrier
gas mixture are passed from the mixing receptacleR through
the measuring chamberM and the open expansion valveVE .
During this flushing period the total pressure inside the mea-
suring chamberM is measured by the pressure transducerP3
and kept at a selectableconstantvalue p0 by means of the
electronically regulated needle valveRV. This procedure is
essential for establishing the required equilibrium conditions
at the inside walls of the measuring chamberM . It turned out
that reproducible experiments could only be performed after
proper equilibration of the chamber walls. After closing the
expansion valveVE finally the pressure in the expansion vol-
umeE is set to the desired value.

At the beginning of an actual nucleation experimentVE

is opened thereby initializing an adiabatic expansion process
inside the measuring chamberM and subsequently homoge-
neous nucleation starts. The expanded supersaturated state,
during which nucleation occurs, is maintained for typically 1
ms. Opening ofVC then causes a slight adiabatic recompres-
sion inside the measuring chamberM practically terminating
the nucleation process. The pressure changes occurring in-
side the measuring chamberM during the nucleation experi-
ment are monitored by the piezoelectric pressure transducer
PM . Expansion pulses with very nearly flat pulse plateaus
are observed. As described in detail elsewhere,52 the plateau
value Dpexpt of the pressure drop as well as the duration
Dtexpt of the pulse plateau are evaluated from the experimen-
tal pressure signal. Since the initial total pressurep0 in the
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measuring chamberM has been set and measured before
expansion, the average pressure expansion ratio

b5
p02Dpexp t

p0
~2!

during the nucleation pulse is obtained. Thus taking into ac-
count the constant valueT0 of the chamber temperature, the
average nucleation temperature

Texp t5T0b
121/k ~3!

occurring during the nucleation pulse can be calculated. The
ratio k of the specific heats of the carrier gas-vapor mixture
is determined according to Richarz.53 It should be noted that
during one measurement series the vapor fractionsv1 andv2
and thusk remain unchanged. As the chamber temperature
T0 is fixed andDpexpt /p0 and thusb are kept at the same
value, a constant nucleation temperatureTexpt is achieved
during one series of experiments within a few 1022 K. In
fact, all measurements reported in the present paper were
performed at the same nucleation temperature of 260 K. As
the vapor fractionsv1 andv2 will not change during expan-
sion, the actual partial vapor pressures

pVi,exp t5bv i p0 , ~ i51,2!, ~4!

during nucleation inside the measuring chamberM are ob-
tained from directly measurable quantities and without refer-
ence to literature data on the compounds considered. Now
using data on the equilibrium vapor pressurespV1,e

0 (T) and
pV2,e
0 (T) over thepure liquids considered, the vapor phase

activities

ai ,exp t5
pVi,exp t

pVi,e
0 ~Texp t!

5
bv i

pVi,e
0 ~Texp t!

p0 , ~ i51,2! ~5!

can be calculated. Asb, v i , and Texpt remain unchanged
during one measurement series, the vapor phase activities
a1,expt and a2,expt are simply selected by proper setting of
the initial total pressurep0 inside the measuring chamberM .
The ratio of the two vapor phase activities is determined by
the composition of the vapor-carrier gas mixture and there-
fore remains constant during one measurement series. It
should be noted that vapor phase activity and supersaturation
are identical for unary vapors. However, these quantities
have to be carefully distinguished for the case of vapor mix-
tures.

C. Measurement of nucleation rates

For detection of the nucleation process the condensa-
tional droplet growth subsequent to nucleation is observed.
To this end the growing droplets are illuminated by a laser
beam, while a photodiode monitors the light flux transmitted
through the measuring chamber and a photomultiplier mea-
suring the light flux scattered at a constant forward scattering
angle of 15°. At the intersection of the incident laser beam
and the observation cone of the scattered light photomulti-
plier a comparatively small scattering volume in the center of
the measuring chamberM is defined, where the nucleation
process is actually detected.

While practically no new droplets are formed after re-
compression, the droplets formed during the nucleation pulse
continue to grow by condensation of the still supersaturated
vapor mixture. The number concentrationCexpt of the grow-
ing droplets is determined by the constant angle Mie scatter-
ing ~CAMS! method.54 As described in detail elsewhere,52

simultaneous monitoring of scattered and transmitted laser
light fluxes and comparison to Lorenz–Mie theory55,56allow
absolute determination of the number concentration of grow-
ing spherical droplets at various times during the growth
process. No external reference standards are required. As-
suming that each individual growing droplet corresponds to
just one nucleation event and that nucleation proceeds nearly
in steady state during the nucleation pulse,57 the nucleation
rate occurring in the measuring chamber can now be deter-
mined as

Jexp t5
Cexp t

Dtexp t
. ~6!

The droplet number concentrationsCexpt are typically mea-
sured already several ms after nucleation has occurred, when
droplets have grown to about 0.7mm in radius. The present
experimental system allows to measure nucleation rates
ranging from about 105 to 109 cm23 s21. While the lower
limit of the measuring range is related to the minimum num-
ber of droplets required inside the sensing volume of the
light scattering arrangement, the finite amount of the vapors
available for condensation restricts the size of the condens-
ing droplets and accordingly concentrations cannot be deter-
mined beyond a certain upper limit. It is notable that the
CAMS method allows time-resolved droplet growth mea-
surements.58,59By means of the CAMS measurements it can
therefore be verified that nucleation and condensational
droplet growth are actually decoupled to a large extent in the
present experiments. Furthermore influences due to hetero-
geneous nucleation in the measuring chamberM can safely
be detected by means of the CAMS method.52

According to the above described measurement proce-
dure the nucleation pulse system used in the present study is
characterized by the following features:~1! The partial vapor
pressures and the temperature are uniform inside the sensing
volume.~2! The partial vapor pressures and the temperature
are practically constant during the period of nucleation.~3!
Partial vapor pressures and temperature during nucleation
can be calculated in a direct way referring only to data on the
ratios of specific heats of the compounds considered.~4! The
nucleation temperature can be selected independent of the
partial vapor pressures thus allowing to obtain isothermal
data sets.~5! Vapor mixtures can be generated regardless of
the miscibility of the condensing liquids.~6! Nucleation and
growth are practically decoupled and steady-state nucleation
conditions are achieved.~7! The observation process has
negligible influence on the nucleation in the measuring
chamber.~8! Heterogeneous nucleation can be experimen-
tally discriminated from homogeneous nucleation.~9! Mea-
surement of nucleation rates can be performed quantitatively
over ranges of vapor phase activities rather than just deter-
mination of nucleation onset conditions.
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III. RESULTS

Homogeneous nucleation has been studied for five dif-
ferent binary water-n-alcohol vapor mixtures. Nucleation
rates were measured over ranges of vapor phase activities at
the constant temperature of 260 K. Argon was used as the
carrier gas. As will be shown below, the nucleation of the
various systems considered exhibits significant differences as
the alkyl chain length of the alcohols is varied from 2 to 6
carbon atoms. However, a similar general behavior was
found. Therefore it is sufficient to describe the actual experi-
mental data for one selected system. In order to illustrate the
results obtained, the water-n-pentanol system will be dis-
cussed in some detail below.

A. The nucleation rate surface

The experimental system described in the preceding sec-
tions, allows to measure the nucleation rateJ as function of
the vapor phase activitiesa1 and a2 of water and alcohol
vapors, respectively. Since the vapor mixtures are prepared
in the receptacleR, the ratioa2/a1 of the two activities re-
mains constant during each series of experiments while the
total pressure and thus the activities are changed. Therefore it
is useful to consider the experimental nucleation rates as
functions of the activity fraction

x5
a2

a11a2
~7!

of the alcohol considered and of the variable

a5Aa121a2
2. ~8!

During each individual experimental series performedx re-
mains constant whilea is varied according to changes ofa1
anda2 .

In Fig. 2 the experimental nucleation rates are plotted
versusa. The data display a systematic variation with the
activity fractionx of n-pentanol. It can be seen that the lnJ
versusa representation of the datapoints is quite linear. The
solid lines indicate linear least-squares fits to the data which
allow to accurately determine the slopes] ln J/]a at fixed
activity fractionx. As one starts with pure water@Fig. 2~a!#
the slope of the curves increases with increasingx while the
curves are moved to smallera. As x becomes larger than 0.5
the trend reverses until one finally arrives at puren-pentanol
@Fig. 2~b!#. Concomitantly, the slope of the curves decreases
with increasinga. The actual numerical values and the ex-
perimental measurables are presented in Table I.

As shown previously60 and described in detail in the
experimental sections of the preceding papers I and II,29,30

the individual nucleation rate curves measured for various
constant ratiosa2/a1 determine a nucleation rate surface in
the lnJ-a1-a2 space. A three-dimensional presentation of the
individual lnJ versusa curves for water-n-pentanol at 260 K
is shown in Fig. 3.

As can be seen from Fig. 3, the experimental data of the
individual lnJ versusa curves indeed shape a surface in the
ln J-a1-a2 space.

B. Determination of onset activities

In Fig. 3 the intersection of this surface with ana1-a2
plane corresponding to a fixed nucleation rateJ05107

cm23 s21 is indicated by the dotted line in this plane. The
rateJ05107 cm23 s21 actually represents the center of our
measuring range and thus determination of the activitiesa10
anda20 corresponding to this nucleation rateJ0 is particu-
larly accurate. In the following we will refer toa10 anda20
asonset activitiescorresponding to thereference nucleation
rate J0 :

J~a10,a20,T!5J0 . ~9!

The onset activities corresponding to the reference
nucleation rateJ05107 cm23 s21 are indicated by the full
circles on the dotted line in thea1-a2 plane in Fig. 3. It
should be mentioned that onset activities corresponding to a
reference nucleation rate of 1 cm23 s21 have sometimes been
termed ‘‘critical’’ activities.

FIG. 2. Experimental nucleation rates for the water-n-pentanol system
shown as a function ofa, wherea 5 Aa121a2

2 anda1 anda2 are the water
and alcohol activity, respectively. Note the trend reversal near an activity
fraction x50.5, where x5a2/(a11a2). The full lines are linear least
squares fits providing] ln J/]a. The dashed line indicates the reference
nucleation rateJ0 .
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TABLE I. Results of the nucleation rate measurements for water-n-
pentanol. Experimental measurables: Initial chamber temperatureT0 ~in °C!,
vapor fractions in the vapor-carrier gas mixturev i ~in %!, activity fraction
of n-pentanol in the vapor mixturex, initial total pressurep0 ~in kPa!. Dp is
the measured difference betweenp0 and the actual pressurepexpt during the
nucleation pulse.Jexpt ~in cm23 s21! is the experimental nucleation rate. The
average temperatureTexpt ~in K! and the average vapor phase activitiesai
during the nucleation pulse are calculated using Poisson’s equation@Eq. ~3!#.

A. T0532.25 °Cv152.2684%v250% x50
p0 Dp/p0 Jexpt Texpt a1 a2

122.67 0.3347 2.6e8 260.01 8.51 0
122.67 0.3347 2.6e8 260.03 8.51 0
122.67 0.3346 2.7e8 260.03 8.50 0
120.22 0.3348 1.5e8 260.01 8.35 0
120.22 0.3343 1.4e8 260.08 8.30 0
115.46 0.3355 4.0e7 259.89 8.08 0
115.46 0.3344 4.5e7 260.07 7.98 0
115.46 0.3350 4.5e7 259.97 8.04 0
110.89 0.3344 9.7e6 260.07 7.67 0
110.89 0.3346 7.7e6 260.03 7.69 0
106.50 0.3350 2.4e6 259.97 7.41 0
106.50 0.3344 2.3e6 260.07 7.36 0

B. T0532.30 °Cv152.0485%v250.01489%x50.142
p0 Dp/p0 Jexpt Texpt a1 a2

120.22 0.3350 4.6e8 259.99 7.53 1.25
120.22 0.3349 5.4e8 259.99 7.53 1.25
120.22 0.3351 5.9e8 259.97 7.54 1.25
115.46 0.3352 2.2e8 259.95 7.26 1.21
115.46 0.3350 1.7e8 259.98 7.24 1.20
115.46 0.3351 1.7e8 259.97 7.24 1.20
110.89 0.3349 6.5e7 260.00 6.94 1.15
110.89 0.3351 5.3e7 259.97 6.95 1.15
106.50 0.3343 1.1e7 260.09 6.62 1.10
106.50 0.3351 1.1e7 259.96 6.68 1.11
106.50 0.3348 1.1e7 260.02 6.66 1.10
102.28 0.3344 2.6e6 260.08 6.36 1.05
102.28 0.3349 2.8e6 260.00 6.40 1.06
102.28 0.3353 2.7e6 259.94 6.43 1.07
98.23 0.3348 8.7e5 260.01 6.14 1.02
98.23 0.3348 4.3e5 260.02 6.14 1.02
98.23 0.3351 7.9e5 259.96 6.17 1.02

C. T0532.34 °Cv151.7550%v250.02769%x50.265
p0 Dp/p0 Jexpt Texpt a1 a2

117.82 0.3351 3.3e8 259.95 6.33 2.28
117.82 0.3348 3.0e8 260.00 6.30 2.27
117.82 0.3349 3.2e8 259.98 6.31 2.27
113.15 0.3349 1.1e8 259.98 6.06 2.18
113.15 0.3347 9.5e7 260.01 6.05 2.18
108.67 0.3348 3.0e7 260.00 5.81 2.09
108.67 0.3348 2.8e7 260.00 5.81 2.09
108.67 0.3350 3.0e7 259.97 5.83 2.10
104.37 0.3343 5.5e6 260.08 5.55 1.99
104.37 0.3346 6.9e6 260.03 5.57 2.00
104.37 0.3348 6.2e6 259.99 5.58 2.01
100.24 0.3345 8.5e5 260.05 5.34 1.92
100.24 0.3344 8.7e5 260.05 5.34 1.92
100.24 0.3345 1.3e6 260.04 5.35 1.92
100.24 0.3350 1.5e6 259.97 5.37 1.94
100.24 0.3349 1.6e6 259.98 5.37 1.93
98.24 0.3350 6.1e5 259.97 5.27 1.90
98.24 0.3347 8.5e5 260.02 5.25 1.89

D. T0532.40 °Cv151.5226%v250.04168%x50.385
p0 Dp/p0 Jexpt Texpt a1 a2

115.46 0.3350 8.0e8 259.97 5.36 3.35
115.46 0.3349 7.5e8 260.00 5.35 3.34

TABLE I. ~Continued.!

D. T0532.40 °Cv151.5226%v250.04168%x50.385
115.46 0.3350 6.7e8 259.98 5.35 3.35
110.89 0.3352 2.9e8 259.95 5.15 3.22
110.89 0.3350 3.0e8 259.98 5.14 3.21
106.50 0.3346 9.3e7 260.04 4.92 3.07
106.50 0.3348 9.4e7 260.01 4.93 3.08
106.50 0.3348 8.1e7 260.02 4.93 3.08
102.28 0.3347 2.2e7 260.03 4.73 2.95
102.28 0.3345 1.7e7 260.06 4.72 2.94
102.28 0.3344 1.9e7 260.08 4.71 2.94
98.23 0.3343 4.1e6 260.09 4.52 2.82
98.23 0.3352 5.6e6 259.95 4.57 2.86
98.23 0.3346 4.7e6 260.05 4.53 2.83
94.34 0.3347 8.4e5 260.03 4.36 2.72
94.34 0.3349 9.6e5 259.99 4.37 2.73
94.34 0.3347 7.0e5 260.02 4.36 2.72

E. T0532.45 °Cv151.2621%v250.05346%x50.492
p0 Dp/p0 Jexpt Texpt a1 a2

113.15 0.3350 7.0e8 259.98 4.34 4.20
113.15 0.3351 7.3e8 259.96 4.34 4.20
113.15 0.3348 7.1e8 260.00 4.33 4.19
108.67 0.3346 2.0e8 260.03 4.15 4.01
108.67 0.3347 2.0e8 260.02 4.15 4.02
108.67 0.3346 2.0e8 260.04 4.15 4.01
104.37 0.3347 6.4e7 260.02 3.99 3.85
104.37 0.3349 6.3e7 260.00 4.00 3.86
104.37 0.3347 5.4e7 260.03 3.99 3.85
100.24 0.3347 1.4e7 260.03 3.83 3.70
100.24 0.3346 1.3e7 260.03 3.83 3.70
100.24 0.3344 1.4e7 260.07 3.82 3.69
92.27 0.3345 2.0e6 260.05 3.67 3.55
96.27 0.3346 2.6e6 260.03 3.68 3.55
96.27 0.3346 3.3e6 260.04 3.67 3.55
92.46 0.3342 5.9e5 260.11 3.51 3.39
92.46 0.3344 8.4e5 260.07 3.52 3.40
92.46 0.3347 7.9e5 260.02 3.53 3.41

F. T0532.49 °Cv151.0147%v250.06446%x50.592
p0 Dp/p0 Jexpt Texpt a1 a2

113.15 0.3349 3.3e8 259.99 3.48 5.04
113.15 0.3348 3.6e8 259.99 3.48 5.04
113.15 0.3351 3.9e8 259.95 3.49 5.06
108.67 0.3348 1.0e8 260.00 3.34 4.84
108.67 0.3347 1.1e8 260.01 3.33 4.83
108.67 0.3347 1.1e8 260.01 3.33 4.83
104.37 0.3346 3.2e7 260.03 3.20 4.63
104.37 0.3349 2.5e7 259.98 3.21 4.66
104.37 0.3347 2.4e7 260.01 3.20 4.64
100.24 0.3346 5.2e6 260.03 3.07 4.45
100.24 0.3349 6.5e6 259.99 3.08 4.47
100.24 0.3348 5.0e6 260.00 3.08 4.46
96.27 0.3346 8.8e5 260.03 2.95 4.27
96.27 0.3346 7.9e5 260.02 2.95 4.28
96.27 0.3347 1.0e6 260.01 2.95 4.28

G. T0532.52 °Cv150.8155%v250.07791%x50.685
p0 Dp/p0 Jexpt Texpt a1 a2

113.15 0.3347 4.7e8 260.01 2.79 6.07
113.15 0.3347 4.8e8 260.01 2.79 6.07
113.15 0.3349 4.9e8 259.98 2.79 6.09
108.67 0.3350 1.4e8 259.96 2.68 5.86
108.67 0.3347 1.1e8 260.00 2.68 5.83
108.67 0.3348 1.0e8 260.00 2.68 5.84
104.37 0.3345 2.6e7 260.05 2.56 5.58
104.37 0.3349 2.4e7 259.98 2.57 5.62
104.37 0.3346 2.3e7 260.02 2.57 5.59
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The intersection of the nucleation rate surface and the
a1-a2 plane atJ05107 cm23 s21 is shown for water-n-
pentanol in Fig. 4, curvei55. The full triangles in Fig. 4
actually indicate the onset activitiesa10 anda20 for water-
n-pentanol corresponding to the reference nucleation rateJ0 .
These onset activities are determined with comparatively
high accuracy from the best fits to the individual nucleation
rate curves as shown in Fig. 2.

As can be seen from Fig. 4, water andn-pentanol sup-
port each other in the nucleation process stronger than ideal
mixtures. This can be judged from the fact that nucleation
occurs at lower activities than expected for a linear combi-

TABLE I. ~Continued.!

G. T0532.52 °Cv150.8155%v250.07791%x50.685
100.24 0.3347 4.7e6 260.01 2.47 5.38
100.24 0.3348 5.2e6 259.99 2.47 5.39
100.24 0.3348 5.1e6 260.00 2.47 5.38
96.27 0.3345 8.6e5 260.03 2.37 5.15
96.27 0.3347 9.6e5 260.01 2.37 5.17
96.27 0.3346 7.2e5 260.03 2.37 5.16

H. T0532.55 °Cv150.6155%v250.09192%x50.773
p0 Dp/p0 Jexpt Texpt a1 a2

115.46 0.3350 3.3e8 259.96 2.15 7.33
115.46 0.3351 4.3e8 259.94 2.15 7.34
115.46 0.3350 3.3e8 259.96 2.15 7.33
115.46 0.3351 4.8e8 259.95 2.15 7.34
115.46 0.3350 4.7e8 259.96 2.15 7.33
115.46 0.3349 4.9e8 259.98 2.15 7.32
110.89 0.3347 1.1e8 260.00 2.06 7.01
110.89 0.3349 9.7e7 259.97 2.06 7.03
110.89 0.3347 1.1e8 260.00 2.06 7.01
106.50 0.3351 1.8e7 259.95 1.98 6.77
106.50 0.3348 1.7e7 260.00 1.98 6.74
106.50 0.3348 1.7e7 259.99 1.98 6.74
102.28 0.3345 2.6e6 260.03 1.89 6.45
102.28 0.3345 2.5e6 260.04 1.89 6.44
102.28 0.3345 2.2e6 260.03 1.89 6.45
102.28 0.3348 1.9e6 259.99 1.90 6.48
98.23 0.3346 5.8e5 260.02 1.82 6.20
98.23 0.3348 4.2e5 260.00 1.82 6.22
98.23 0.3347 3.9e5 260.01 1.82 6.21

I. T0532.57 °Cv150.4750%v250.1162%x50.848
p0 Dp/p0 Jexpt Texpt a1 a2

110.89 0.3348 5.4e8 260.00 1.59 8.85
110.89 0.3349 5.3e8 260.00 1.59 8.85
110.89 0.3349 5.2e8 260.00 1.59 8.85
106.50 0.3347 7.9e7 260.03 1.52 8.48
106.50 0.3347 9.4e7 260.03 1.52 8.48
106.50 0.3349 9.8e7 259.99 1.52 8.51
102.28 0.3346 1.6e7 260.03 1.46 8.14
102.28 0.3346 1.2e7 260.05 1.46 8.13
102.28 0.3347 1.1e7 260.02 1.46 8.15
102.28 0.3348 1.4e7 260.01 1.46 8.16
98.23 0.3347 2.2e6 260.03 1.40 7.82
98.23 0.3345 1.8e6 260.06 1.40 7.80
98.23 0.3347 1.7e6 260.02 1.40 7.82
94.34 0.3346 3.6e5 260.05 1.34 7.50
94.34 0.3346 2.6e5 260.04 1.35 7.50
94.34 0.3348 4.6e5 260.01 1.35 7.52
94.34 0.3347 2.8e5 260.02 1.35 7.52

J. T0532.59 °Cv150.2365%v250.1368%x50.929
p0 Dp/p0 Jexpt Texpt a1 a2

117.82 0.3349 7.6e8 259.99 0.84 11.07
117.82 0.3348 7.3e8 260.00 0.84 11.05
113.15 0.3346 1.8e8 260.03 0.80 10.58
113.15 0.3348 1.4e8 260.00 0.80 10.62
113.15 0.3351 1.7e8 259.96 0.81 10.66
108.67 0.3346 2.9e7 260.03 0.77 10.16
108.67 0.3348 2.5e7 260.00 0.77 10.19
104.37 0.3346 5.5e6 260.03 0.74 9.77
104.37 0.3347 4.2e6 260.01 0.74 9.78
104.37 0.3349 4.6e6 259.98 0.74 9.82
100.24 0.3346 8.6e5 260.03 0.71 9.38
100.24 0.3343 7.0e5 260.08 0.71 9.33
100.24 0.3348 8.2e5 260.00 0.71 9.41

TABLE I. ~Continued.!

K. T0532.60 °Cv150% v250.1502%x51
p0 Dp/p0 Jexpt Texpt a1 a2

122.67 0.3348 5.4e8 259.98 0 12.64
122.67 0.3348 6.7e8 259.98 0 12.64
122.67 0.3346 6.2e8 260.00 0 12.61
117.81 0.3345 1.7e8 260.02 0 12.08
117.81 0.3344 1.6e8 260.03 0 12.07
113.14 0.3341 3.3e7 260.07 0 11.55
113.14 0.3344 3.3e7 260.04 0 11.59
113.14 0.3344 2.9e7 260.02 0 11.60
108.66 0.3343 8.9e6 260.05 0 11.12
108.66 0.3341 4.3e6 260.08 0 11.08
108.66 0.3345 7.8e6 260.02 0 11.15
104.36 0.3343 1.5e6 260.05 0 10.67
104.36 0.3345 1.3e6 260.01 0 10.71
104.36 0.3344 1.4e6 260.02 0 10.70
102.27 0.3344 4.8e5 260.03 0 10.48
102.27 0.3344 3.4e5 260.03 0 10.48
102.27 0.3343 5.0e5 260.05 0 10.46

FIG. 3. Three-dimensional representation of the data~open points! of Fig. 2
shaping a nucleation rate surfaceJ(a1 ,a2). The intersection of this surface
which with a plane at constant nucleation rateJ05107 cm23 s21 yields the
corresponding onset activities~full points!. The line connecting the full
points is a 6th-order polynomial providingda2/da1 at each point.
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nation of the onset activitiesa10
0 anda20

0 for the pure com-
ponents corresponding to a straight line connecting the onset
activities of the pure components. The deviation is appar-
ently largest for intermediate activity fractions.

The smooth curves through the data points in Fig. 4
correspond to 6th-order polynomials, which serve to accu-
rately determine the slopes]a2/]a1 at fixed reference nucle-
ation rateJ0 . As mentioned in the theoretical sections of
papers I and II,29,30the slopes] ln J/]a at fixed activity frac-
tion x as obtained from the lnJ versusa curves in Fig. 2
together with the slopes]a2/]a1 at fixed J0 , as obtained
from thea20 versusa10 curves in Fig. 4 suffice to determine
the number of molecules in the critical cluster. This will be
further discussed in the next section.

The onset activities for the other water-n-alcohol sys-
tems considered in the present study are indicated in Fig. 4
as well. A systematic trend of the onset activities of the al-
cohols with increasing molecular chain length toward higher
activities is observed. The shape of thea20 versus a10
curves, however, remains similar. In particular, no indication
of phase separation is found for the three higher alcohols,
although macroscopic miscibility gaps occur in these sys-
tems.

In order to demonstrate the systematic change in the
nucleation behavior with varying alkyl chain length, it is
useful to consider normalized vapor phase activities

ai ,norm5
ai
ai0
0 , ~ i51,2! ~10!

of the vapors considered, wherea10
0 and a20

0 are the onset
activities for the correspondingpure vapors, respectively.
Correspondingly we introduce the normalized activity frac-
tion

xnorm5
a2,norm

a1,norm1a2,norm
~11!

of the alcohol considered. Figure 5 shows the normalized
onset activitiesa10,normanda20,normcorresponding to the ref-
erence nucleation rateJ0 for the water-n-alcohol systems
considered.

It can be seen from Fig. 5 that the mutual enhancement
of nucleation seen most clearly for water-ethanol is appar-
ently reduced with increasing alkyl chain length of the alco-
hol. This might actually have been expected in view of the
increasing miscibility gap occurring for the higher alcohols.

C. Measurement of molecular content of nuclei

The numbers of molecules in the critical clusters can
without reference to any specific nucleation theory be ob-
tained to a good approximation from the slopes of the nucle-
ation rate surface.26–31 As described above, our measure-
ments allow the quantitative determination of the nucleation
rate surface in the lnJ2a12a2 space for a fixed temperature
T. Aside from the respective onset activitiesa10 and a20
corresponding to the reference nucleation rateJ0 , the deter-
mination of the slopes of the experimentally determined
nucleation rate surface only requires the knowledge of] ln J/
]a at fixed activity fractionx and]a2/]a1 at fixed reference
nucleation rateJ0 .

29 The former is the slope of the respective
steep dotted line in Fig. 3, whereas the latter is the derivative
of the dotted line in the plane corresponding to the reference
nucleation rateJ05107 cm23 s21 in Fig. 3. Both of these
derivatives can be determined quite accurately from proper
numerical fits to the corresponding experimental data. The
slopes of the nucleation rate surface and thus the numbers
n1* andn2* of the respective molecules in the critical clusters
are expressed as29

FIG. 4. Onset activities corresponding to the reference nucleation rate
J05107 cm23 s21 for the water-n-alcohol systems ranging from ethanol
( i52) to n-hexanol (i56). Note the homologous trend. The full triangles
correspond to the full points in Fig. 3.

FIG. 5. Onset activities shown in Fig. 4 normalized by the activities of pure
water and pure alcohol systems@Eq. ~10!#. The symbols correspond to those
of Fig. 4. Note the decreasing mutual nucleation enhancement with increas-
ing alcohol chain lengthi .
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n1*'
] ln J

] ln a1
U
a2

52a10
]a2
]a1

U
J0

] ln J

]a U
x

3F11S a20a10D 2G 1/2Fa20a10
2

]a2
]a1

U
J0
G21

, ~12!

n2*'
] ln J

] ln a2
U
a1

5a20
] ln J

]a U
x
F11S a20a10D 2G 1/2

3Fa20a10
2

]a2
]a1

U
J0
G21

. ~13!

In Figs. 6 to 10 the numbersn1* andn2* of molecules in
the critical clusters are shown for all systems studied.

A quite similar shape of the curves is observed for all
systems. For the water-n-pentanol system presented here in
detail the measured numbers of water moleculesn1* ,
n-pentanol moleculesn2* , as well as the total number of
moleculesn1* 1 n2* in the critical clusters, are shown in Fig.
9 as function of the normalized activity fractionxnorm of
n-pentanol. Considering thenormalizedactivity fraction al-
lows to present the data as evenly spaced points in the fig-
ures. As can be seen, aside from experimental scatter, the
number of water moleculesn1* in the nuclei remains quite
high until xnorm50.8 and it even exhibits a slight maximum.
The number ofn-pentanol moleculesn2* increases monotoni-
cally, but shows an enrichment ofn-pentanol at very low

alcohol activities. These are typical observations for all alco-
hols considered~see Figs. 6 to 10!. In each case the number
of water molecules remains quite high, while the alcohol
molecules enrich in the clusters at low activity fractions.

For quantitative comparison of the different systems the
average mole fraction

xav* 5
n2*

n1*1n2*
~14!

of alcohol in the critical clusters may be considered. In this
connection it should be noted that significant spacial nonuni-
formities of the critical clusters can be expected, particularly
for nonideal systems. According to the theoretical treatment
in the preceding papers,29,30 as well as from the thermody-
namic derivation by Oxtoby and Kashchiev,31 it is clear,

FIG. 6. Molecular content of the critical nuclei as function of normalized
activity fraction @vapor composition, Eq.~11!# for water-ethanol.n1* and
n2* are the numbers of water and ethanol molecules in the critical nucleus,
respectively. Note the enrichment of the clusters with ethanol on the water
side and with water on the ethanol side.

FIG. 7. As Fig. 6, for water-n-propanol.

FIG. 8. As Fig. 6, for water-n-butanol.
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however, that the determination of the number of each type
of molecules in the critical clusters from the slopes of the
nucleation rate surface is insensitive to and independent of
the actual structure of the clusters. A comparison of the av-
erage mole fractionsxav* is presented in Fig. 11.

A quite similar behavior of all systems considered is
observed. As can be seen the alcohols are enriched already
for low alcohol activity fractions. On the other hand also
water is enriched for low water activity fractions. Therefore,
the average mole fractionsxav* of the critical nuclei shape
sigmoidal curves deviating systematically from an ideal case
of identical molecules that would correspond to the dashed
line in Fig. 11.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Molecular content of unary nuclei

The measured numbersn* of molecules in the critical
clusters for the six unary systems considered, namely water
and the fiven-alcohols CiH2i11OH (i52,...,6) areindi-
cated as function of the carbon chain numberi by the full
circles in Fig. 12. Note that water can formally be considered
as the compound with carbon chain numberi50 in the ho-
molo-

FIG. 9. As Fig. 6, for water-n-pentanol.

FIG. 10. As Fig. 6, for water-n-hexanol.

FIG. 11. Average compositions of critical nuclei,xav* as function of normal-
ized activity fraction wherexav* 5 n2* /(n1* 1 n2* ). The symbols correspond
to those of Figs. 4 and 5. The ideal case of identical molecules is indicated
as straight dashed line. Note the enrichment of the nuclei with alcohol on the
water side and with water on the alcohol side for all systems.

FIG. 12. Measured molecular content for pure water and the pure alcohols
CiH211OH ~full symbols!. The predicted numbers according to the Gibbs–
Thomson equation@Eq. ~15!# are shown for comparison~open symbols!.
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gous series ofn-alcohols and may therefore be represented
together with then-alcohols in the same graph. It should be
mentioned that the hydrocarbon chain is crucial for the alco-
hol to act as an amphiphile. In a forthcoming paper on the
binaryn-nonane-n-alcohol systems we shall show that in this
connection water actually appears to behave as the first ho-
mologue in the CiH2i11OH series.

For comparison the numbers of molecules in the unary
critical clusters were also calculated according to the Gibbs–
Thomson equation

n*5
4pr * 3

3nm
5

32ps3nm
2

3~kT ln a0!
3 , ~15!

where r * is the corresponding radius of the unary critical
cluster anda0 is the respective onset activity~supersatura-
tion! of the unary vapor considered.nm and s denote the
macroscopicvalues of molecular volume and surface tension
of the condensing unary liquid, respectively. In the calcula-
tions for alcohols we used the surface tensions measured by
Strey and Schmeling,63 the densities compiled in the same
paper, and the equilibrium vapor pressures measured by
Schmeling and Strey.64 For water we used the parameters
given by Viisanenet al.28 The predictions by the Gibbs–
Thomson equation are indicated as open circles in Fig. 12
showing quite good agreement with the corresponding ex-
perimental data for all compounds considered. The overall
agreement will even be improved considering that the ex-
perimentaln* contain a small contribution amounting to
about 1 or 2 molecules from the variation of the prefactor
K.26,29 It surprises how accurately the macroscopic droplet
model is accounting for the properties of microscopic clus-
ters containing only 30 to 70 molecules, particularly in view
of the fact that macroscopic parameters are used in the cal-
culation. The quantitative agreement shown in Fig. 12 is con-
sistent with the qualitative observation that the slopes of ex-
perimental nucleation rate versus supersaturation curves are
often correctly predicted by the classical nucleation theory
even if the actual values of the nucleation rates are differing
by several orders of magnitude.35,36,48,65

B. Molecular content of binary nuclei

Considering the series of five binary systems shown in
Figs. 6 to 10 one finds quite similar behavior. An at first
sight somewhat unexpected feature is the enrichment of
the alcohol clusters with water. Checking macroscopic
water-CiH211OH phase diagrams fori.3 one finds that
there is approximately a 20 wt % solubility of water in alco-
hols nearly independent ofi . In terms of mole fractions this
means that for mole fractions of water up to about 0.3 there
is no phase separation to be expected.

For each system there is a maximum or hump of the
n1* curve on the alcohol side. Considering the water side of
the n1* curves we observe that for the short chain alcohols
then1* are located above a straight line connecting then1* of
pure water with zero forxnorm51. The opposite is true for the
long chain alcohols. The corresponding crossover is ob-
served betweenn-propanol andn-butanol, those compounds

in the homologous series, where the macroscopic phase be-
havior changes from miscible to partially miscible.

Performing the analogous considerations for then2*
curves on finds on the water-rich side an enrichment of the
clusters with alcohol for all systems. This enrichment was
not unexpected, because alcohols are surface active and
lower the surface tensions which in turn makes nucleation
easier. However, the enrichment decreases with increasing
alcohol chain length. At closer consideration also this trend
appears plausible, if one conceives the cluster to be divided
into bulk and surface regions: As the chain length of the
alcohol increases, even at constant surface activity, the in-
creasing tendency of hydrocarbon chain incompatibility with
water~the hydrophobic effect66! could lead to a depletion of
the interior of the water-rich cluster. Macroscopically, the
solubility of alcohols drops from about 7 wt % forn-butanol
to 1 wt % for n-hexanol. Therefore, the overall number of
alcohol molecules in the clusters is expected to decrease.

The above described enrichments with water and with
alcohol are clearly observed by considering the average mole
fractions of the critical clusters as shown in Fig. 11. Further-
more it can be seen from Fig. 11 that critical clusters with
average compositions ranging continuously from pure water
to pure alcohol were found for all alcohols considered. This
is particularly notable for the higher alcohols, where macro-
scopic phase separation is expected for mole fractions of
alcohol between about 0.1 and 0.7. Apparently binary water-
alcohol microclusters are forming regardless of macroscopic
phase separation. In this connection it should be noted, how-
ever, that the data on macroscopic solubility refer to bulk
properties of the systems considered. Due to possible enrich-
ment effects at the surface of the small critical clusters their
average mole fractionsxav* may not be directly comparable to
the corresponding bulk properties available from macro-
scopic measurements.

For the water-ethanol system we demonstrated in the
preceding paper II30 that the essential features of the experi-
mentaln1* , n2* , andn1* 1 n2* curves are surprisingly well
accounted for by a simple cluster model.30 The idea of Mira-
bel and co-workers17 to apply the Guggenheim treatment of
the planar water-ethanol surface tension62 to calculate the
surface energy of small clusters was further developed by
Laaksonen and Kulmala.18,19A generalization to the case of
partially miscible binary systems is the next step. However,
one will have to develop a tractable way of treating the re-
gion of partial miscibility for which neither surface tension
nor equilibrium vapor pressures can be measured.

It has been recognized before12,16,30,61that the classical
theory of binary homogeneous nucleation fails to describe
the nucleation behavior for nonideal mixtures. Moreover, at
present there is apparently no theory available, which allows
a thermodynamically consistent treatment of homogeneous
nucleation of partially miscible liquids. Accordingly, at this
point we have no theory which would allow a quantitative
prediction of our experimental results. A theoretical descrip-
tion of homogeneous nucleation for systems which show
nonideal behavior or partial miscibility is urgently needed in
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view of various practical applications. Our data compiled in
Table II should provide a useful basis for testing such a
theory.

C. Accuracy of the results

As has been discussed in more detail elsewhere,28 errors
of the experimental nucleation rates will not exceed a factor
of 2. The calibration procedure for the piezoelectric pressure
transducer involves comparison of the voltage from the
charge amplifier to the reading of the Baratron pressure
transducer on the time scale of seconds. As the pressure
pulse is occurring on the time scale of milliseconds, an ob-
served drift of the pressure signal in between these time
ranges may lead to an inaccuracy of the temperature during
nucleation of up to 1 K on absolute scale. We are presently
examining this effect in more detail. It would result in a
systematic decrease of the activities by a few percents,
equivalent to an increase in nucleation rate by a factor of 2.
This error, however, will not affect the comparison between
the various systems considered, because all measurements
reported would carry the same error. In this connection the
essential feature is the reproducibility of the nucleation tem-
perature, which is typically 0.05 K. The reproducibility of
the whole set of nucleation rate curves may be judged from
Table I. For each of the five binary systems one nucleation
rate versus activity curve for pure water has been measured.
The corresponding onset activities vary between 7.50 and
8.10 with an average of 7.78 and relative standard deviation
of 0.028. The slopes of these five nucleation rate versus ac-
tivity curves for pure water determine the numbern1* of
water molecules in the critical nuclei. The corresponding ex-
perimental values ofn1* vary from 32.4 to 34.2 with an av-
erage of 33.3 and relative standard deviation of 0.024.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A comprehensive set of data on homogeneous nucleation
in water-n-alcohol vapor mixtures at fixed temperature has
been obtained. Our measurements confirm and extend results
so far available in the literature. Strong deviations from the
behavior of ideal vapor mixtures were observed. Considering
the onset activities in Fig. 4 we find that water and
n-alcohols mutually enhance nucleation. However, this ap-
parently happens irrespective of the alcohol chain length,
which is somewhat surprising in view of the fact that water
and the higher alcohols exhibit macroscopic miscibility gaps.
Normalizing the onset activities in Fig. 5 reveals that the

TABLE II. Onset activities for water (a10)-n-alcohol (a20) systems for
T5260 K. The corresponding molecular contentn1* andn2* of the critical
clusters according to Eqs. 12 and 13 are also given.

A. water-ethanol
a10 a20 n1* n2*

0.00 3.20 0 70.7
0.67 2.58 16.2 58.3
1.21 2.05 30.6 51.0
1.60 1.61 37.8 43.3
2.04 1.29 39.5 36.1
2.46 1.05 32.0 26.0
2.93 0.85 29.5 22.6
3.52 0.64 30.6 20.9
4.27 0.46 32.4 16.5
5.44 0.26 37.9 11.7
6.34 0.14 36.7 6.6
7.50 0.00 34.2 0

B. water-n-propanol
a10 a20 n1* n2*

7.82 0.00 32.9 0
6.95 0.22 31.3 4.4
6.10 0.40 31.0 7.5
5.05 0.75 30.0 11.9
4.18 1.07 28.2 18.2
3.46 1.38 28.4 23.4
2.95 1.75 29.0 27.1
2.36 2.11 28.4 28.2
1.88 2.61 25.5 30.8
1.87 2.59 25.2 30.3
1.38 3.30 22.5 40.2
0.76 4.07 10.7 45.9
0.00 4.66 0 51.3

C. water-n-butanol
a10 a20 n1* n2*

8.10 0.00 34.1 0
6.58 0.72 34.8 10.2
5.18 1.30 28.8 15.3
4.23 1.80 26.2 18.6
3.48 2.31 22.2 20.0
2.90 2.91 24.8 23.2
2.34 3.50 22.9 24.7
1.82 4.34 21.4 30.3
1.34 5.26 21.5 45.5
1.02 5.77 16.5 46.7
0.71 6.35 8.0 41.9
0.00 7.22 0 47.8

D. water-n-pentanol
a10 a20 n1* n2*

7.68 0.00 32.4 0
6.63 1.10 27.5 4.7
5.65 2.04 24.0 9.5
4.64 2.90 18.2 13.4
3.79 3.67 16.6 15.8
3.11 4.50 17.3 17.8
2.52 5.49 17.7 20.1
1.95 6.66 17.0 23.5
1.45 8.08 15.0 29.8
0.76 9.96 6.8 34.3
0.00 11.3 0 37.5

E. water-n-hexanol
a10 a20 n1* n2*

7.82 0.00 32.9 0
6.15 3.62 20.0 7.9

TABLE II. ~Continued.!

E. water-n-hexanol
a10 a20 n1* n2*

5.10 5.15 17.6 11.3
4.16 6.54 15.0 15.4
3.36 8.00 13.2 16.9
2.69 9.50 13.9 18.5
2.07 11.4 13.9 20.6
1.46 13.8 11.7 24.5
0.80 17.0 5.8 30.2
0.00 18.5 0 31.8
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mutual enhancement of binary nucleation of water and alco-
hol is somewhat reduced with increasing chain length of the
alcohol. Apparently, the cluster geometry allows for an ener-
getically favorable arrangement of otherwise only partially
miscible molecules, water being expected to form mainly the
interior of the clusters while alcohol molecules preferentially
adsorb on the cluster surface. The consequences of this effect
have been discussed in paper II30 in terms of an explicit
cluster model for water-ethanol19 which showed remarkably
close agreement with the experimental cluster composition.
In Fig. 11 we have presented the cluster composition for five
binary systems including the three higher alcohols which
show macroscopic phase separation. Extension of the cluster
model to those systems remains a theoretical challenge.

We want to emphasize that the classical droplet model
does quite well for one-component liquid clusters as can also
be seen from Fig. 12. It can be applied to the nucleation of
fully miscible liquids as well, however, as it comes to ac-
count for nonideal behavior of binary systems it
fails.12,16,30,61This then leads to useless predictions of nucle-
ation rates for binary systems. The consequences for predic-
tions of particle formation by nucleation in the atmosphere
may be dramatic. Therefore a theory describing homoge-
neous nucleation for systems showing nonideal behavior or
incomplete miscibility, is urgently needed. The individual
numbers of molecules in the critical clusters presented in this
paper should provide a body of data which could be used to
test an improved nucleation theory.

We have shown how to obtain data on binary nucleation
of water with miscible or partially miscible molecules, and
we have shown how to extract the numbers of molecules
forming the critical cluster, the crucial quantity in nucleation.
In principle, there should be no additional complication if
water is replaced by a hydrophobic substance, liken-nonane.
Such studies will be reported in a forthcoming paper. Also
the procedure worked out should be applicable to cases in
which one component is a trace gas relevant for the atmo-
sphere, like NH3, HNO3, and terpenes. Experimental nucle-
ation studies for these systems are planned.
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